
When an index isn’t an index anymore

The emergence of exchange traded funds (ETF) in the 
1990’s made it possible for investors to participate in stock 
market index returns for a fraction of the cost associated 
with mutual funds. An investor could for example buy the 
XIU (ETF) to track the performance of the TSX60 for a fee 
of 0,20% rather than pay the average MER of 2,40% of 
Canadian equity mutual funds (today, the XIU costs 0,05% 
and the average mutual fund MER is still 2,40%). After 
some years, enough different asset classes were available 
that the investor could build a balanced, diversified 
portfolio that was wholly index-based. Given the more 
than well documented difficulty that active managers 
have in consistently beating their benchmark indexes, 
the appeal of index tracking ETFs becomes obvious. It is 
this underlying logic that motivated the creation of our 
Sigma portfolios.

But waters in the ETF pond are getting murkier by the 
day and here’s why. Although there is ultimately a limited 
number established benchmarks to be followed, the 
appetite of investment companies for an ever greater 
number of products to sell on the other hand knows no 
limits. If all established and legitimate indexes are already 
covered by one or more ETF providers, then what you 
need to do if you are an investment fund company eager 
to increase sales is come up with new indexes. And that’s 
what been going on now for a few years, under the guises 
of Smart beta or “intelligent indexes” You come up with 
a model portfolio based on some new algorithm, you 
backtest it, you call it an index, and you launch a new ETF 
based on this “index”. And as it so happens, all these new 

“indexes” beat the market, despite the fact that no one 
has been seemed able to, at least in real life. In this new 
logic, possibilities for new product are limited only by the 
investment companies’ imagination, which is plentiful.

We worry about this very liberal use of the term “index”. 
It misleads the investor in thinking 1) that the portfolio 
actually has been in existence for several years and 2) it 
gives the product an aura of legitimacy that is not close 
to be deserved. 

Index-based investing has always been a rather difficult 
sale for our industry to make. It requires a lot of education 
which takes time, and the willingness to be honest and 
admit that “beating the markets” is very difficult if not 
impossible on a consistent basis. The industry likes to sell 
the idea of a magic formula or a star manager that can 
outwit the big bad markets. It likes to sell illusion. This 
new “smart beta” and intelligent index trend takes us 
further away from the principles and values put forth by 
ETF pioneers of the 1990’s and 2000’s, transparency and 
integrity. It puts forth the same old tired promise that 
mutual funds have never been able to deliver.

Our Sigma portfolios embody these values. Whether 
it be our core diversified Sigma balanced and income 
portfolios, or our trend following Sigma asset class 
rotation portfolios, we only use ETFs that track recognized 
benchmarks with a real history to build portfolios that 
are transparent, low-cost and maximize reliability of 
future returns. 
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A review of the markets

Stock markets are taking a pause since making new highs in the middle of June. Most major indexes had resumed 
their upward move to make new highs after a small pullback in March, except for the TSX, dragged down by falling 
oil prices. International and emerging market stocks did particularly well during the quarter, pursuing their good 
year to date performance. The international stocks index and the emerging markets index both gained 3.43% and 
3.68% respectively for the quarter. On the other hand, the TSX gave back 1.64%. The S&P 500 gained 0.47% in 
Canadian dollars despite a loss of 2.50% for the US dollar versus our Loonie.

Bond price direction had two very distinct trends during the quarter. A relatively strong rally that started off the 
three month period came to an abrupt halt in the middle of the month of June when Bank of Canada officials 
started hinting strongly that the economy was more robust than they ever expected and that their plan not to 
raise rates in 2017 should be revised with at least one hike. Taken by surprise, bond and currency markets did a 
180, bond falling and the loonie rising rapidly.

The Canadian dollar bounced up 3.82% versus the US dollar during the month of June, despite a marked drop 
in the price of oil which would normally be negative for our currency. An interest rate hike by our central bank 
that is now considered inevitable has lifted the currency. Still, the strength of the Canadian dollar should be put 
in perspective as it benefits from a general weakness of the US dollar against almost all currencies. For example, 
although the Canadian dollar has increased 2.48% versus the Euro during the month of June, it is actually lower 
by 3,81% for the quarter. The US dollar is lower by 2.54% for the quarter. 

The quarter’s rebalancing

Only one rebalancing was needed this quarter. In the balanced basket, the international stocks index was 
rebalanced downward to its target allocation and the proceeds were used to add to our position in the Canadian 
dividend index.



Old age security (OAS) clawback : What to know and how to plan
The Federal goverenment’s Old Age Security (OAS) pension is a monthly payment available to seniors aged 65 and 
older who meet the Canadian legal status and residence requirements. The monthly amount payable is $583.74, or 
$7005 a year.

Although this amount is the same for everyone, some may have to give part or even all of it back to the government. 
It all depends on your net annual income. If your annual income from all sources is above $74,788, in 2017, part of 
your OAS will be “clawed back”. The amount to be clawed-back is based on the difference between your net income 
and the amount of $74,788. Fifteen cents of every dollar earned above that amount is given back to the government. 
For example, someone who made $100,000 in 2017 will have to give back $3781 of the $7005 they received. If one’s 
net income is above $121,279, the OAS will be clawed back in its entirety.

A growing number of our clients are confronted with this reality as they turn 65 and start drawing on their OAS. 
There are various strategies that can help minimize the effects of AOS claw-back that we would be more than happy 
to discuss them with you:

■  Pension income splitting between spouses: In those cases where there is a sizable difference in income between 
spouses, both pension and registered income fund income can be split up to 50% per spouse.

■  Drawing from an RRSP or RIF before the age of 65: If annual income is relatively low in the years before the age 
of 65, it may be a good idea to start drawing down RRSP or RIFs before OAS payments start. Doing so will lower 
taxable income for the years that OAS is paid and lower any claw-back that may be due.

■  Realizing substantial capital gains before the age of 65: Any realized capital gains are deemed to be income and 
may trigger a claw-back of OAS payments. 

■  Being aware of the different tax treatment of different investment gains. Capital gains and dividends for example 
are more favorable than interest or employment income.

There are several strategies that can help lower OAS claw-back, and each case is unique. It would be our pleasure to 
look at that various options with you. If you are approaching or already are at retirement age, don’t hesitate to bring 
it up during our annual meeting!

Our mission
Our mission is to offer our clients a higher reliability of results thanks to our index-based portfolio management 
solutions with a rigorous client service process. 

Bulletin board
We are proud to announce our team nomination as finalist for the title on ETF Campion of the year by Wealth 
professional magazine. The award of excellence to an individual, group or firm whose effort have gone beyond 
the requirements of their position to advance the ETF industry in Canada, whose contribution to the industry over 
the past year have been outstanding.

Do you know of anyone that could benefit from our services?
Don’t hesitate to contact a member of our team!!

We have prepared this commentary to give you our thoughts on various financial aspects and considerations. This commentary 
reflects our opinion alone, and may not reflect the views of National Bank Financial Group. In expressing these opinions, we bring 
our best judgement and professional experience from the perspective of someone who surveys a broad range of investments. 
Therefore, this report should be viewed as a reflection of our informed opinions rather than analyses produced by the Research 
Department of National Bank Financial. • National Bank Financial is an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of National Bank of 
Canada. The National Bank of Canada is a public company listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (NA: TSX). 
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Basket Investment Strategy 
The basket’s primary objective is to fully reap the 
benefits of full diversification and of a disciplined 
approach to risk management in the face of market 
fluctuations, while assuring long term growth.  

In order to achieve its objective, the basket is 
diversified among a higher number of asset classes 
than traditionally found in balanced portfolios. Each 
asset class present in the portfolio is chosen not only 
for its potential for long term return, but also for its 
low correlation to the other asset classes of the 
portfolio. The portfolio is systematically rebalanced to 
assure that allocations stay within designated weights. 
Two rebalancing approaches are used to maximize 
efficiency, one based on frequency and a second 
based on threshold. This portfolio structure has 
historically offered lower volatility without sacrificing 
return levels as compared to the traditional balanced 
portfolio. 

 

Performance  

Portfolio Performance as of June 30, 2017 

 3 months 1 yr 3 yrs 5 yrs Inception 

Basket 
Performance -0.03% 8.55% 6.05% 8.02% 5.74% 

Benchmark 0.54% 8.98% 6.18% 9.10% 5.80% 

 
Value of Basket 
June 30, 2017 $60,311.48 

Fees: Returns presented are gross or net of fees.  

Source: Indication of the source of the data presented.  
Indices are shown for comparison purpose only. 

Composition of the benchmark: 40% FTSE/TMX bond index30%, 
S&P/TSX15%, S&P 500, 15% MSCI EAFE 

Basket Sector Breakdown  
 

Basket Sector Breakdown 
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10 largest positions 

Issuer Asset 
Class/Sector  Market Value Benchmark 

Bmo agg 
bond ind 

Canadian 
fixed income $13,484.66 22.4% 

iShares 
cdn sel div 

Canadian 
stocks  $7,078.08 11.7% 

iShares 
Core 
s&p/tsx 

US stocks $4,371.64 7.3% 

iShares 
Russ 1000  

large & mid-
cap US 
stocks 

$4,017.62 6.7% 

Vanguard 
FTSE Dev  Intl stocks $3,540.62 5.9% 

iShares 
MSCI 
EAFE 

Intl stocks $3,007.20 5.0% 

iShares 
Sel div 

US dividend 
stocks $2,873.19 4.8% 

iShares 
s&p/tsx 
cdn pref 

Canadian 
pref shares $2,532.60 4.2% 

iShares 
core Msci 
emg mkt 

Emerging 
mkt $2,468.74 4.1% 

iShares 
cdn RL Ret 
Bd 

Canadian 
real return 
bonds 

$2,346.12 3.9% 

Transactions since April 1st, 2017 
Purchase/
Sold Description Quantity Price 

Sell iShares Russ 2000 
Val 26 114.57$ 

Buy iShares Russ 1000 
GWT 26 119.10$ 

Buy iShares Cdn Sel Div 2 23.90$ 

Sell Vanguard FTSE Dev 
Mkt 4 41.55$ 

Buy iShares Cdn Sel Div 6 24.47$ 

Sell iShares MSCI Eafe 6 25.31 
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Basket Investment Strategy 
The basket’s objective is to maximize returns by 
exploiting relative performance trends among global 
asset classes. The manager captures these trends by 
investing in exchange traded funds representing the 
various asset classes. 

Management of the basket is based on the principle 
that asset classes that have outperformed 
(underperformed) over a certain number of months 
tend continue their outperformance 
(underperformance) for sustained and exploitable 
periods. Markets evolve in cycles during which 
certain dominant themes develop that favor certain 
asset classes while disfavoring others.  

Our approach consists in concentrating 100% of the 
basket in five asset classes selected by our 
quantitative studies among some fifteen asset 
classes. Our studies are repeated on a monthly basis 
and portfolio holdings are adjusted based on the 
studies’ results.  

 

Performance  

Portfolio Performance as of June 30, 2017 

 3 months 1 yr 3 yrs 5 yrs Inception 

Basket 
Performance 0.59% 7.82% N/A N/A 9.02% 

Benchmark 0.54% 8.98% N/A N/A 9.44% 

 
Value of Basket 
June 30, 2017 $13,330.79 

Fees: Returns presented are gross of fees.  

Source: NBF 

Composition of the benchmark: 40% FTSE TMX bond index, 30% 
S&P/TSX, 15% S&P 500, 15% MSCI EAFE  

Basket Sector Breakdown  
 

Basket Sector Breakdown 
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Holdings 

Issuer Asset class 
/Sector  Market Value Benchmark 

iShares 
Core msci 
emg mkt 

Emerging 
Markets $2728.61 20.5% 

iShares 
core msci 

International 
stocks  $2,687.82 20.2% 

iShares 
Sel div 

US dividend 
stocks $2,633.76 19.8% 

BMO ladd 
pre find 

Canadian 
preferred 
shares 

$2,578.66 19.4% 

IShares 
core 
s&p500 

US large cap $2,528.15 19% 

Transactions since April 1st, 2017 

Purchase/
Sold Description Quantity Price 

Achat iShares Sel Div 22 91.91$ 

Vente iShares Core MSCI 
Emg Mkt 2 48.61$ 

Vente iShares Cdn Sel Div 108 24.69$ 
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Basket Investment Strategy 
The basket’s objective is to maximize returns by 
exploiting relative performance trends among global 
asset classes. The manager captures these trends by 
investing in exchange traded funds representing the 
various asset classes. 

Management of the basket is based on the principle 
that asset classes that have outperformed 
(underperformed) over a certain number of months 
tend continue their outperformance 
(underperformance) for sustained and exploitable 
periods. Markets evolve in cycles during which 
certain dominant themes develop that favor certain 
asset classes while disfavoring others.  

This moderate version of our asset class rotation 
basket will always have a minimum of 30% of its 
assets invested in fixed income. 70% of the assets 
will be invested in five asset classes selected by our 
quantitative studies among some 15 asset classes. 
Our studies are repeated on a monthly basis and 
portfolio holdings are adjusted based on the studies’ 
results. 

 

Performance  

Portfolio Performance as of June 30, 2017 

 3 months 1 yr 3 yrs 5 yrs Inception 

Basket 
Performance 0.84% 5.32% N/A N/A 6.81% 

Benchmark 0.54% 8.98% N/A N/A 9.44% 

 
Value of Basket 
June 30, 2017 $18,805.73 

Fees: Returns presented are gross of fees.  

Source: Indication of the source of the data presented.  
Indices are shown for comparison purpose only. 

Composition of the benchmark: 40% FTSE TMX bond index, 30% 
S&P TSX, 15% S&P 500, 15% MSCI EAFE 

Basket Sector Breakdown  
 

Basket Sector Breakdown 
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Holding 

Issuer Asset class 
/Sector  Market Value Benchmark 

Vanguard 
cdn agg bd 

Canadian 
bonds $5,437.80 29% 

iShares 
core msci 
emg mkt 

Emerging 
Markets  $2,728.61 14.5% 

iShares 
core msci 
eafe 

International 
stocks $2,687.82 14% 

iShares sel 
div 

US dividend 
stocks $2,633.76 14% 

BMO ladd 
prf 

Canadian 
preferred 
shares 

$2,578.66 14% 

iShares 
core s&p 
500 

US large cap $2,528.15 13.5% 

Transactions since June 30, 2017 

Purchase/
Sold Description Quantity Price 

Achat iShares Sel Div 22 91.91$ 

Vente iShares Core MSCI 
emg mkt 2 48.61$ 

Vente iShares Cdn Sel Div 108 24.69$ 
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Basket Investment Strategy 
The basket’s primary objective is to generate current 
income while allowing for a moderate amount of 
capital growth. As with all Sigma baskets, Sigma 
income aims to maximize risk control. 

 In order to do so, it will hold a wide variety of asset 
classes, geographic locations, and management 
styles.  

There will be a preference for asset classes that 
generate income, such as government and corporate 
bonds, preferred shares, dividend stocks and real 
estate investment trusts. Each asset class present in 
the portfolio is chosen not only for its potential for 
long term return, but also for its low correlation to the 
other asset classes of the portfolio. The portfolio is 
systematically rebalanced to assure that allocations 
stay within designated weights. Two rebalancing 
approaches are used to maximize efficiency, one 
based on frequency and a second based on 
threshold. This portfolio structure has historically 
offered lower volatility without sacrificing return levels 
as compared to the traditional conservative portfolio. 

 

Performance  

Portfolio Performance as of June 30, 2017 

 3 months 1 yr 3 yrs 5 yrs Inception 

Basket 
Performance 0.06% 5.44% 5.05% 6.05% 4.97% 

Benchmark 0.82% 4.50% 4.99% 6.19% 5.16% 

 
Value of Basket 
June 30, 2017 $58,486.22 

Fees: Returns presented are gross of fees.  

Source: NBF 

Composition of the benchmark: 70% FTSE/TMX bond index, 15% 
S&P/TSX, 7.5% S&P 500, 7.5% MSCI/EAFE  

Basket Sector Breakdown  
 

Basket Sector Breakdown 
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Top 10 Holding 

Issuer Asset Class 
/Sector  Market Value Benchmark 

BMO agg 
bond ind 

Canadian 
bonds $21,063.86 36.0% 

iShares cdn 
sel div 

Canadian 
Div stock  $5,575.20 9.5% 

iShares 
s&p/tsx cdn 
pfd 

Canadian 
preferred 
shares 

$4,108.44 7.0% 

iShares cdn 
RL ret 

Canadian 
real return 
bonds 

$4,021.92 6.9% 

Powershare 
Sr loan 

Variable rate 
senior loan $3,905.55 6.7% 

Spdr s&p 
Intl div 

International 
dividend 
stocks 

$2,844.21 4.9% 

iShares Us 
Yld bond 

US high yield 
bonds  $2,369.44 4.1% 

Powershare 
Emerg mk 

Emerging 
market 
bonds 

$2,356.08 4.0% 

iShares 
s&p 
consumer 

International 
consumer 
staples 

$1,858.33 3.2% 

iShares 
Russ 1000 
gwt 

large & mid-
cap US 
stocks 

$1,854.28 3.2% 

Transactions since April 1st, 2017 
Purchase/
Sold Description Quantity Price 

Vente iShares Russ 2000 
Val 12 114.57$ 

Achat iShares Russ 1000 
GWT  12 119.10$ 

Vente SPDR intl div 2 39.67$ 

 


